This work proposes the utilization of a high gain and pencil beam reflectarray (RA) antenna at the reader of the frequency coded (FC) chipless radio-frequency identification (RFID) system to minimize the environmental reflections and increase the reading range. Moreover, the reader antenna should operate over ultra wideband (UWB) range of frequencies to accommodate multiple bits. However, the conventional antenna arrays cannot operate over UWB range of frequencies with high gain and pencil beam characteristics. Therefore, a novel UWB RA antenna dedicated to the chipless RFID reader is developed. The developed RA antenna operates over UWB range of frequencies from 4 to 6 GHz to fulfill the requirements of the FC chipless RFID system. Therefore, the antenna is successfully integrated with the FC chipless RFID tags, and a reading range of 1 m is achieved.
Introduction
Chiplessradio-frequency identification (RFID) systems are expected to revolutionize the predecessor's automatic identification technologies [1] . However, the system is still at the conceptual level and could not be exploited to the full potential in low-cost item tagging due to the following handicaps. The first one is the low value of the tag radar cross section (RCS) results from the small tag size. Moreover, the tag backscattering signal is subjected to a fourth power reduction in magnitude with the reading distance. The second challenge, is the environmental reflections which are contaminating the tag backscattering signal [2] and this makes the tag unreadable even if it is within the reader reading range. The last major problem is the multi-tag interference [3] . The superposition of the tags responses within a specified interrogation zone cannot be discriminated if the number of tags exceeds an absolute limit. These limitations are addressed in the literature from the signal processing point of view [3, 5, 6] . Moreover, the spatial division multiple access is proposed for the time coded chipless RFID tags [7] .
On the contrary, these aforementioned frequency coded (FC) chipless RFID handicaps are solved in the work of this paper from the following scopes:
(i) RA Readers: RA antenna is proposed to improve of the chipless RFID reader antenna system [1] . This RA antenna system plays a significant role in increasing the tag reading range and enables the tag detection in a real environment. Furthermore, the contamination of tag response due to the multi-path clutter components is dramatically reduced while exploiting the pencil beam provided by the RA antenna. (ii) Chipless RFID Tags: The designed tag is implementing the collision avoidance medium access control (MAC) protocol introduced in [3] , which mitigates the multi-tag interference by introducing notch position modulation (NPM) scheme for the tag code.
The introduced work is organized as follows. In the section "Tag design and problem description", the tag design and the problem description are explained. The fundamentals and limitations of the RA antenna are explored in the section "The fundamentals and limitations". The design guidelines, and the analysis methods are illustrated in the section "Design guidelines and analysis methods". Thesection "The developed fixed beam RA antenna" introduces the developed fixed beam RA antenna. The integration testbed is demonstrated in the section "Realistic testbed: chipless RFID tags and UWB RA antenna". Finally, the conclusion is presented in the section "Conclusion".
Tag design and problem description
In this section, the tag design is introduced. After that, the multitag interference problem is discussed with the aid of Electro Magnetic (EM) simulations. Then, the reading range calculations are presented.
NPM position modulation tags
The NPM is a collision avoidance physical modulation scheme which is introduced in [3, 4] . In this scheme, each notch position resembles a tag coding bit where the presence of a notch resembles the logic-1 and the absence resembles the logic-0. The introduced tag consists of coplanar ring resonators without ground plane. Each ring resonator symbolizes a tag coding bit where the ring radius is determined by:
where f 0 is the resonance frequency, c is the light speed, ϵ r is the substrate relative permittivity, and R is the ring radius. The advantage of the ring structure is that the spurious harmonics are not generated because of the structure symmetry [17] . Furthermore, the coding bits can be increased without significant increase in the tag size by adding extra rings. Therefore, the tag structure is scalable and printable. Three key features are introduced to the new enhanced tag design. The first one is adding redundant deactivated rings in between the coding ones to minimize the notch width, increase the number of coding bits, and thus conserve the spectrum. The conventional encoding methodology to switch off a notch is to remove the corresponding ring, as described in [17] . However, the RCS resonance bandwidth is highly affected by the presence or absence of the adjacent resonators. The notch width gets wider if the surrounding notches are removed. Thus, a novel encoding methodology is introduced to preserve the current distribution and so the bandwidth. This methodology is based on introducing a cut in the ring current path in two orthogonal directions to remove the corresponding notch from the coding spectrum without removing the corresponding ring as described in [17] . The last feature is to boost the level of the backscattered power by designing (2 × 2) tag array. This array increases the value of RCS by 6 dBsm at the expense of increasing the tag size.
The single manufactured tag as shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the novel encoding methodology and the inserted supplementary resonators.
Problem description
Basically, the environmental clutter reflections are stronger than the tag response and thus conceal the tag response. Therefore, reducing the cluttering signals is utmost important. Moreover, the multi-tag interference is also contaminating the tag's RCS frequency response. Therefore, the multi-tag interference problem is studied using EM simulations, where multiple NPM RCS tags with various codes are simulated simultaneously. The simulation setup consists of two different tags separated by a minimum distance d as shown in Fig. 2 . This separation is determined from the
l , where D is the largest tag dimension) and also verified by the full wave simulation. Therefore, the minimum separation between the tags is calculated to be 6 cm. So, various tags are added in the simulation environment with 6 cm separation. It is observed that, if the tags are with the same code the RCS level is directly related to the tags quantity. However, if the tags are different codes as explained in Fig. 3 , the notches are interleaved with each other producing a large notch at the whole band and the frequency position of the produced notch is not deterministic. One possible solution to mitigate this problem is to make the resonance bandwidth very narrow with sharp cutoff characteristics. However, this ideal notch features cannot be achieved. Therefore, decreasing the number of tags in the reader interrogation zone is very important.
The other major limitation of the chipless RFID system is the short reading range which is few centimeters <40 cm [8, 9] . This reading range is estimated using equation (2), considering symmetrical system, i.e., the reader's transmitting and receiving antennas are at the same position:
where r range is the tag reading distance, G T is the gain of transmitting antenna, G R is the gain of receiving antenna, λ is the wavelength, σ is the tag RCS, P R is the reader received power, and P T is the reader transmit power which is restricted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ultra wideband (UWB) power regulations. In [10] a novel interrogation methodology is proposed to increase the reader transmit power by best utilizing the UWB power regulations. This methodology states that 0 dBm peak level of emission is allowed within 50 MHz bandwidth [11] . Therefore, a frequency sweeping mechanism is used to interrogate the tags instead of the UWB pulse transmission which is limited to −41.3 dBm/MHz, i.e., −24.31 dBm/50 MHz. Therefore, this methodology is applied on the proposed NPM tag where the RCS value of the logic-1 is −30 dBsm and that of the logic-0 is −10 dBsm. The reading distance is calculated at 5 GHz assuming unity gain transmitting antenna (G T = 0 dBi) and that the receiving antenna gain is (G R = 10 dBi), as shown in Fig 4 . In order to be able to detect the notch precisely, at least 5 dB dynamic difference is required between the notch and the peak level. Therefore, considering that the receiver sensitivity is −80 dBm, the minimum RCS value that can be detected at 2 m is about −20 dBsm and thus the notch dynamic range is −10 dB. However, this theoretical reading range cannot be reached in a real-world scenario because of the cluttering signals, the transmitter leakage, and so on. In order to overcome the above-mentioned limitations, the reader antenna should attain the subsequent characteristics. It should operate over UWB range of frequencies to accommodate multiple bits, it should be directive to minimize the environmental reflections, and it should have high gain to increase the reader coverage. Moreover, the low cost and the capability of beamsteering are also very important features. Therefore, the single antennas, the parabolic reflectors and the phased array antennas have little acceptance in the chipless RFID systems, specifically in the supermarket scenario. In this regard, the RA antennas are proposed in this paper to be used for the supermarket scenario due to the next reasons. The first one is that the RA antenna is more directive and higher gain than the single antenna element, like the horn antenna. The second one is that the RA antenna is completely planar surface, lighter weight in comparison with the bulky parabolic reflectors which are also incompetent for beam steering. Another advantage is the comfortability with installation platforms (conformal geometry), which enables the RA surface to be customized according to the geometry and space available. On the other hand, in case of the parabolic reflector the beam focusing is emanated from the parabolic geometry as known. In comparison with the phased array antenna, the RA antenna can operate over UWB range of frequencies with low cost because of the exclusion of the complex feeding network. Therefore, the spatial feeding RA antenna is the best candidate in comparison with the bulky reflector and the complex feeding network phased array antennas. However, there are challenges that impede the RA antenna employment, which are addressed in the next section.
RA fundamentals and limitations
RA is a hybrid antenna system which combines the favorable features of the parabolic reflector and the phased array antennas. 
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These combined advantages are the spatial feeding, the lightweight, the multi-beam capability, and the low cost. The RA antenna consists of free space located feeder which spatially illuminates a flat reflecting surface of radiating cells as shown in Fig. 5 . The power received by each cell is re-radiated after modulating the reflection phase. Therefore, the re-radiation characteristics are controlled by tuning this reflection phase distribution over the array surface which re-radiates the incident energy in a single beam or multi-beams with arbitrary beam shape and direction. There are two factors which limit the RA antenna bandwidth. The first one is the phase delay difference between the feeder phase center and each point on the RA surface. The second factor is that the RA cell exhibits narrow-band resonance, and this factor is dominant for moderate size RA antennas with size < 20λandFocal/Diagonal > 0.5 [13] . Basically, using single resonator as an array element offers one resonant frequency. Consequently, the phase range is <360°, the phase slope is nonlinear and thus the operating bandwidth is narrow with high scattering field components. Recently, several efforts have been devoted to enlarge the RA antenna bandwidth such as using multi-layer stacked resonators, aperture coupled elements [12] . But these proposed solutions are suffering from labor intensive manufacturing process. Recently, utilizing single layer concentric or non-concentric resonators can enhance the RA antenna bandwidth [1, 14, 15] . Moreover, using thick material substrate with low value of relative permittivity could also enlarge bandwidth. In this regard, a foam substrate is exploited to linearize the phase slope and to broaden the bandwidth as will be explained in the following sections.
Design guidelines and analysis methods
There are two approaches which can be used to design RA antenna. The core functionality of these approaches is to calculate the cell reflection phase curves with the physical or electronic tuning parameters. The first approach is based on calculating the field distribution at the array plane while illuminating the array surface with a predetermined feeder radiation pattern. The other approach is based on the approximation of normal plane wave excitation and local periodicity where all the RA cells are assumed to be identical. For both approaches the RA cell is determined first. The cell parameters are the substrate materials, the cell shape, the cell dimensions, and orientations. Therefore, these parameters can be exploited for minimizing the backscattering losses and linearizing the reflection phase slope as explained previously. After obtaining the best cell specifications, the tuning parameters which can be physically or electronically controlled are determined, and the reflection phase curves are calculated in accordance with the variation of these parameters. Hence, the compensating phase curves are derived at the design frequencies, which are, in our case, the center and edge frequencies. Consequently, the developed Matlab algorithm calculates the required compensating phase distribution on the array surface. These calculations take into account the other parameters which are (the number off cells, the number of beams, the direction of the generated beams, and the feeder configuration). After that, the calculated phase distribution is realized exploiting the tuning parameters set, and thus, each cell is realizing a predetermined reflection phase values. Finally, the feeder is designed and the complete array is integrated, simulated, optimized, and analyzed for performance prediction.
The initial phase distribution for each cell is calculated by equation (3) .
where f R (x ij , y ij ) is the phase of the reflected field, k 0 is the propagation constant in vacuum, d ij is the distance from the feeder phase center to the array cells, (x ij , y ij ) are the coordinates of element (i, j) and (θ b , f b ) are the elevation and azimuth angles of the produced beam, respectively. The minimum distance between RA cells that avoid the appearance of grating lobes is calculated based on equation (4)
where d is the element spacing, and θ is the angle of the feeder incident beam. Therefore, the elements located at the RA edges are better to be larger spacing. However, uniform spacing is used to simplify the design procedures.
Analysis methods
The factors that gauge the RA antenna performances are the aperture efficiency, the phase errors, cross polarization level, the losses, and the feeder blockage [13] . The mathematical expressions for these terms are expressed for analytical analysis of the RA antenna performance. The first factor is the aperture efficiency, which is expressed in equation (5) [16] :
where η aper is the aperture efficiency, η s is the spillover efficiency, and η t is the taper efficiency. Considering that the feeder pattern is cos n (θ), the spillover efficiency is calculated based on equation (6) [13] :
where (ψ RA ) is the subtended angle of the RA. In a similar way the taper efficiency is driven in [13] :
Therefore, a judicious design of the RA surface yields a good aperture efficiency and the best F/D ratio is determined from the optimum subtended angle. The polarization efficiency of the RA is expected to be high even if the feeder is low cross-polarization level. This is because the RA constituent elements are polarization selective dissimilar to the parabolic reflector. The phase efficiency is determined from the phase error terms mentioned before. These error terms get worse for large RA aperture size except the terms of local periodicity assumption. Consequently, the bandwidth is reduced. The maximum value effect of phase errors is 180°that value causes out of phase radiation. Therefore, these RA antenna analysis terms can be estimated numerically using array theory and verified with the full wave simulation.
The developed fixed beam RA antenna
This section presents the developed fixed beam RA, where the printed elements located on the array surface impart a given phase onto the incoming wave physically. In this regard, a developed UWB RA dedicated to the chipless RFID applications is demonstrated.
Cell Features and Design Key Points
The ideal RA cell re-radiates the incident wave with zero attenuation and linear reflection phase curve with sufficient range to avoid approximation and truncation errors. In this paper, the circular rings are proposed to constitute the RA cells as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Although, the ring structures are narrow band, the resonance bandwidth can be increased by increasing the substrate thickness and reducing the effective permittivity. Therefore, a low relative permittivity substrate is loaded with a foam layer to enlarge the resonance bandwidth, minimize the re-radiation losses, and linearize the phase slope. Furthermore, the inner and outer ring dimensions which provide sufficient phase range and linear phase slope are initially calculated to be R inner = 0.8 × R outer , W = 0.08 × R outer .
UWB RA for Chipless RFID Applications
This section introduces the UWB RA antenna which is developed to be utilized at the chipless RFID reader. Therefore, the RA design objectives is to produce a high gain pencil beam pattern over UWB range of frequencies. Moreover, the design complexity and the cost features are important to be minimum. The RA cell should provide a sufficient phase range and linear phase slope if a good bandwidth is to be achieved. Furthermore, the feeder phase center position should be kept constant. Thus, the phase Figure of Merit (FoM) is defined to determine the slope of the phase curve around a certain frequency.
The focal to diagonal ratio and the outer ring radius are optimized for a minimum value of phase FoM for each phase curve in order to get parallel phase-frequency curves as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Therefore, the produced phase curves are approximately fulfilling the following equation equation (9) [18] .
where f( f l (n)) is the phase value at the lower edge frequency for the element n, and f( f u (n + 1)) is the phase value at the upper edge frequency for the element n + 1
The utilized cell consists of two circular rings in a nested formation. This developed cell introduces two co-located resonances and, therefore, essentially doubles the phase range of a single resonance element. As mentioned above, the bandwidth can be increased by increasing the substrate thickness as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Therefore, the substrate which is 3 mm thickness and loaded with 5 mm foam material is used for the RA design. The slow phase variation as shown in Fig. 8 provides immunity against manufacturing tolerance and truncation errors. Moreover, the F/D ratio is optimized so that the array elements in the middle are almost same size and smaller than the edge elements to reduce the coupling. This smooth variation of the cell elements across the RA surface justifies the assumption of infinite periodicity and minimize the phase errors. Therefore, the UWB RA antenna is achieved.
An UWB horn antenna operating from 4 GHz to 6 GHz is designed, and implemented in CST to be employed as the array feeder. Furthermore, different feeder and array configurations are investigated to best emulate the real case scenarios with the appropriate configuration. Hence, the possible configurations can be Center Feed Center Beam (CFCB), Offset Feed Center Beam (OFCB), Center Feed Offset Beam (CFOB), and the Fig. 7 . Reflection phase variation with frequency for different outer ring radius. Fig. 6 . Fixed beam RA antenna basic cell configuration.
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simultaneous dual-beam. The CFCB configuration is not preferred because of the feeder blockage, and to minimize it, the feeder or the beam is placed or directed away from the center of the RA surface. Thus, both configurations are investigated, where the offset beam is directed towards f = 0°, θ = 30°, while in case of the offset feed the beam is directed towards f = 0°, θ = 0°and the feeder is placed away from the RA center. The simulated realized gain for both configurations is illustrated in Fig. 9 . These results verify that both CFOB and OFCB configurations are accepted for feeder blockage minimization. Lastly, the dual beam generation is investigated. The RA feeder is placed at the center of the array surface and simultaneous dualbeam in different directions can be generated. This configuration is described in Fig. 10 , where double beams can be achieved covering two different interrogation zones simultaneously. However, depending on the number of generated beams, the RA gain, half power beamwidth (HPBW) are reduced. Therefore, the OFCB configuration is employed for the introduced UWB RA antenna. This prototype is developed specifically for the chipless RFID applications.
UWB RA antenna measurements
First, the designed feeder is manufactured and verified inside the Anechoic Chamber (AC), where the measurement setup of the feeder is described in Fig. 11(a) . The simulated and measured radiation patterns are in a good agreement as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) . After that, the RA surface which consists of 9 × 9 cells is implemented. The cell size is half wavelength at 5 GHz, which means that the total size of the RA surface is 27 cm × 27 cm. The feeder is integrated with the RA surface as shown in Fig. 11(b) . The RA antenna simulations and measurements are in a good match as illustrated in Fig. 12(b) . However, the RA beam is slightly shifted right beyond 5.5 GHz. This shift results from the phase errors of the realistic integration. It is clearly seen in Fig. 13 that the RA surface yields approximately four times narrower beam width and thus 6 dB higher gain than the horn antenna. Table 1 is summarizing the features of the developed prototype from the scope of the 3-dB gain BW, the realized gain, and the aperture efficiency which are calculated at 5 GHz using equation (10) .
where G is the realized gain, A p is the physical area.
Realistic testbed: chipless RFID tags and UWB RA antenna
The proposed system is a preliminary design for the supermarket scenario, where the tagged items are moving on a conveyor belt Fig. 13 . The measured radiation patterns of the UWB feeder vs the UWB RA antenna.
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through the interrogation zone of a fixed reader antenna system. Therefore, two different NPM tags are designed in the frequency range from 4 GHz to 6 GHz. After that, the complete RA antenna is integrated with the Universal Software Defined Radio Platform (USRP) to assess the design objectives with realistic chipless RFID tags in a real environment. The complete testbed is illustrated in Fig. 14 , where the tags are placed in the middle distance between the transmitting and receiving RA antennas. The USRP is used for the reader implementation, in which the sensitivity is about −65 dBm and the receiving bandwidth is 40 MHz. The value of the output power is configured to comply with the UWB power regulations which allows effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 0 dBm/50 MHz. The gain of the receiving antenna is 19 dBi. Therefore, the theoretical achievable reading range is 1 m in which the 20 dB full dynamic range of the notch can be detected. The dynamic range of the detected notches is reduced due to the fact that the RA antenna is not completely suppressing the environmental reflections, besides the mutual coupling between the USRP transmitting and receiving ports. Moreover, the low frequency notches are narrower bandwidth and thus less dynamic range than the higher frequency notches as clearly seen in the measurement results in Fig. 15 . However, the achieved results verify the system level integration of the chipless RFID tags and the RA antenna in a real environment.
Conclusion
In this work, a novel RA antenna is introduced to be utilized at the chipless RFID readers. The advantages of the presented high gain pencil beam RA antenna are exploited to increase the reading range and enable the tag detection in a real environment. Special considerations are devoted to design simplicity, enlarge the operating bandwidth, increase the spatial resolution, minimize the re-radiation losses, and reduce the SLL. The developed prototype exploits a designed constant phase center horn antenna to feed the RA surface. Therefore, an UWB RA antenna based on double circular ring resonator cell is demonstrated. Measurements illustrate that the bandwidth of the developed UWB RA antenna is 2 GHz fulfilling the requirements of the FC chipless RFID systems. Accordingly, multiple bits accommodation is enabled. Furthermore, the radiated beam is 15°HPBW, 19 dBi gain, and −10 dB SLL. Therefore, the developed UWB RA antenna is successfully integrated with the chipless RFID tags and a reading range of 1 m is achieved, according to the FCC regulations and using USRP transceiver.
